
  
 
 
 

RESIDENTIAL SHELTER SERVICES FOR UNACCOMPANIED ALIEN CHILDREN (UAC) 
 

 

THE PROPOSED PLAN  
Devereux's Program  

In June 2018, Devereux submitted 
a response to an RFP from the 
Office of Refugee Resettlement 
(ORR) within the Administration 
for Children and Families (ACF) to 
provide “residential shelter 
services for UAC.”  
In May 2019, Devereux was 
awarded a $14M annual contract 
and has backed out of the Kahn 
development plans. Devereux 
now plans to use its Stone & 
Gables 
Campus on 
Highland Ave 
to fulfill the 
needs of the 
awarded 
contract. 
Devereux will 
provide short-
term residential (shelter) care to 
42 UAC. The 42 children will likely 
be mostly boys ages 12-17 and 
will house 21 each in the two 
dormitory buildings. The expected 
stay per child will average 1-4 
months, not to exceed 6 months.  
The facility is considered to be 
“staff secure.”  

This campus was originally idled 
because it was not ideal for 
residency as the social space, 
gym, and dormitory are all in 
separate buildings and cannot be 
accessed without escorting 
residents between buildings nor 
did it have food service capability. 
Local job postings indicate they 
are hiring a much higher # of staff 
for this campus because they are 
the doubling the number of 

residents, 
having 
converted the 
western most 
house from 
offices into 
dorms. The 
campus is 
effectively 

becoming a short term detention 
center where children will be held 
until their deportation hearing. 
Based on the ultimate outcome 
for the children, the timeline, and 
changes to staffing: the use is no 
longer a true residential center.  

 

VEIL OF SECRECY 
Lack of transparency  

Devereux’s actions run counter 

to the ideals they so publicly 

espouse. They state the importance 

of and their desire to be a good 

neighbor and partner with the area 

residents. Yet, have not been 

forthcoming or honest with our 

community around their proposed 

use of the structures. They are 

behaving in a furtive manner and 

have started work without proper 

permitting. Further, they are 

describing work that doesn’t align 

with the job descriptions now 

required to staff the facility. 

Perhaps, most troubling is their 

communication with the township 

on 8/23/2019 stating it was their 

“moral and ethical imperative” to 

provide these services to which 

their RFP had was sent in by 

6/29/2018, yet in the interim they 

pursued Kahn Development plan 

for the land instead. At this meeting 

they used a veiled threat to the 

community that it’s current 

“institutional zoning” would allow 

drug/alcohol rehab at that facility 

and that the houses would be best 

for the neighborhood. 

WHAT’S UAC? 

UAC: unaccompanied alien 
child. An unaccompanied 
alien child is defined at 6 
U.S.C. § 279 (g) (2) as a child 
who:  

(A) Has no lawful 
immigration status in the 
United States; 
 (B) Has not attained 18 
years of age;  
(C) With respect to 
whom—  

(i) There is no parent or 
legal guardian in the 
United States; or  
(ii) No parent or legal 
guardian in the United 
States is available to 
provide care and 
physical custody.  

 

WHAT DOES 
IT REALLY 
MEAN? 

These kids will not be 
allowed to stay. They 
arrived at the border either 
without proper authority/ 
paperwork to enter the 
country, or might have 
arrived with a non-guardian 
(sibling or other).   

 

Devereux is detaining them 
in the facility for 1-4 months 
until their ICE hearing date 
in Philadelphia, when they 
will be deported. 

DEVEREUX WILL MAKE 

$14M WHILE NOT 

KEEPING THE CHILDREN 

OVER 6 MO  



 

 

• Per ORR/ACF, residential shelter care calls for the least restrictive setting for the UAC.  
• Devereux facility is considered to be a “staff secure facility” which means that children will have to be 

escorted in between the buildings. 
• In the past, Devereux has had difficulty managing their population of residents, often having runaways in 

the neighborhood, physical altercations in the front lawn areas as well as vulgar and inappropriate language 
not suitable for children and families. 

• Devereux is a 501c3 nonprofit and contributes no taxes revenue to the community, the foregone housing 
development would have been nearly $200K in revenue for the township. 

• Impact to the housing values of the neighboring community and forever altering the neighborhood 
characteristic that brought us all here in the first place.  

• Likely negative impacts of added traffic, trucks, and non-neighborhood persons from its expanded 
operations upon the neighborhood. 

• It is our belief that Devereux’s proposed use of their campus as a shelter/detention facility is new and not 
consistent with past use, which is why they are quickly, furtively taking action to begin receiving UACs. 

• Devereux is an R2 residential lot, with a current non-conforming use: Institutional use. The zoning code 
states any non-conforming use that differs from the current non-conforming use must be approved.  

• The belief of our group is that the proposed use is a new use.  
• A fundamental tenant of their use is that previously the residents were citizens. Devereux places their 

facilities in neighborhoods, because rehabilitation and return to society is an ultimate goal where plausible. 
This can never be an outcome for a UAC given their legal status. In terms of use this is a material change. 

• Devereux is not serving citizens any more. They are serving UACs, illegally here, which is why Devereux will 
use the facility as a short term detention center while the children await a deportation hearing.  

• In addition to the changed use, Devereux has been disingenuous with the residents regarding the upgrades 
to the structures, the proper permits, the potential housing development, the previously filed forms, and 
the timeline of events: 

o Devereux presented the Kahn Development plan to the neighborhood in June 2019, but had 
already sent in their proposal to ORR/ACF by 6/29/2018.  

• Devereux did not receive permission from our township to do this. To use the facility in this new way, 
Devereux has filed one form with Eugene Briggs, Assistant Township Manager. This was not presented to a 
board. There was no vote. One man decided based solely on the information Devereux provided to him. 

Now his single determination is what is allowing this to proposal to go forward.  
• This group has compassion for the UACs, but not for Devereux. Devereux’s actions do not actually improve 

the life of these children.  It is highly unlikely that the children will receive the necessary mental health 
treatment needed due to the brevity of their stays. The $14M is far more likely the motivation for offering 
these services rather than the “moral and ethical” message they have publicized.  In fact the Devereux CEO 
made a whopping $835,000 in the FY 2016. 

• We are going to the Board of Supervisors meeting Monday 9/16 @ 7 pm. We ask that you please attend as 
well to support the interests of the community.  During the meeting, when they turn to the floor for the 
comment period we plan to go on the record and say: 

1) Based upon our own review of facts and consultations with an attorney, we believe an incorrect 
determination was made that is allowing them to house the UACs at the facility.  

2) We will ask what is our recourse to have this revisited and reviewed more thoroughly by a different 
group (to be named) 
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